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Dewey Trustee Hits Firm's Ex-Director, CFO With $37M
Suit

By Maria Chutchian

Law360, New York (November 27, 2013, 7:09 PM ET) -- The liquidating trustee for
Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP on Wednesday slammed two of the defunct firm’s former top
executives with a lawsuit seeking a combined $37.2 million in judgments based on
allegations that they received outlandish payments while the firm was insolvent.

Trustee Alan M. Jacobs says former Executive Director Stephen DiCarmine and former
Chief Financial Officer Joel Sanders improperly received millions from the firm through
salary and bonus payments before the firm entered bankruptcy that ought to be returned
to the estate. He is also fighting their claims for $21.9 million in additional compensation,
including severance payments, that they say they are owed.

In 2008, DiCarmine and Sanders signed six-year contracts that guaranteed them fixed
salaries of $5.7 million and $5.4 million, respectively, up through 2013, according to
Jacobs’ complaint. They were terminated in May 2012, shortly before the firm officially
filed for bankruptcy, and now contend that they are entitled to millions under various
provisions of their contracts.

Jacobs is looking to collect $21.8 million and $9.8 million on two fraudulent transfer
claims and another $5.6 million on a preferential transfer claim.

Additionally, he is fighting their bid for indemnity against any liability arising from their
management positions at the firm.

Jacobs repeatedly attacked the employment contracts DiCarmine and Sanders
negotiated, saying they provided enormous salaries and bonuses that did not reflect the
services the officers performed. The contracts also awarded them hefty payouts in the
event that Chairman Steven Davis was ousted and included extremely narrow
circumstances under which they themselves could be fired.

He described the combined $15.9 million, not including potentially limitless discretionary
bonuses, that they were promised under their contracts as “an astronomically generous
arrangement for law firm administrators, and far in excess of the reasonably equivalent
value of the services contracted for or provided.”

On top of the myriad of payments the two purportedly received, Jacobs said the firm
assumed about $2.4 million in personal loans that DiCarmine and Sanders owed through
a joint business venture unrelated to Dewey. They were given a repayment plan that
provided better interest rates than those that were originally attached to the loans, Jacobs
said.
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“Upon information and belief, no other employee or partner of the debtor obtained such
multi-million dollar, preferential financing from the debtor,” Jacobs said.

DiCarmine and Sanders are currently battling other litigation, including a lawsuit in
Iowa accusing them of lying about Dewey's financial predicament when it issued $35
million in senior secured notes to Aviva Life and Annuity Co.

Dewey received a bankruptcy judge’s approval of its liquidation plan in February. Since
then Jacobs has been working to recover as much as possible for the estate.

During the bankruptcy, attorneys for the firm negotiated a $71 million payment from
hundreds of other former partners that shielded them from potential clawback litigation.
That partner contribution plan was key to the firm’s efforts to pay back its creditors.

Jacobs is represented by Allan B. Diamond, Howard D. Ressler and Andrew B. Ryan of
Diamond McCarthy LLP.

Counsel information for DiCarmine and Sanders was not immediately available.

The adversary proceeding is Jacobs v. DiCarmine et al., case number 1:13-ap-1765, in
the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York. The bankruptcy case is
In re: Dewey & LeBoeuf LLP, case number 1:12-bk-12321, in the same court.

--Additional reporting by Beth Winegarner. Editing by Richard McVay.
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